Mystery Lady – Miss Hillel

Roth and Roman to Testify; 'Asa' to Deliver Evidence

Wright, BHE Get Plea 'Remove Knickerbocker'

Council Reaffirms Its Pro-reinstatement Stand

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1951

By FRED BORETZ

Al Roth and Ed Warner of CCNY and NYU's Connie Schiff went before the Grand Jury last week as two new persons entered the current basketball investigation.

Meyer "Asa" Alexander of Brooklyn, a close friend of Eddie Gail, who worked up voluntarily last year's NIT, said yesterday he had been approached by an undercover officer of the Manhattan District Attorney and asked to help bring the basketball players before the Grand Jury.

"I know a lot about this. What I have to say will involve big names; big people such as you never dreamed would be mixed up in this," he said.

To Help Eddie

Alexander said he made the denunciation in a tape. The Grand Jury, though not affiliated with LIU, Alexander used to refer to the case of the three Jewish students who went into the army last week, now to be available to serve as star witnesses at the trial of five men charged with attempting to fix two Manhattan games.

In another action yesterday, B. Williams, assistant District Attorney, said that Junius Kellogg, Manhattan College basketball player who went into the army last week, will be available to serve as star witness at the trial of five men charged with attempting to fix two Manhattan games.

By BILL BUCHMAN

On Thursday at 12:30 in Docenus Room 216 Ms. Gail will present her statement to the Grand Jury. The hearing is being held to determine if there is enough evidence to warrant a trial for the basketball players.

By HEIL DEMBETZ

Joe Galiber, re-elected last year's Grand Slam team, will speak in favor of reinstatement at the meeting. Joe is currently working in the office of the Bronx District Attorney and is known for his strong support of reinstatement. He will be joined by others who have been working with the team.

Card Playing

The card playing in favor of reinstatement will be held on Thursday night at 8:00 in her office. The meeting will be open to the public and anyone who wishes to speak in favor of reinstatement is welcome to attend.

By GERALD WALTZ

Joe Galiber, who is a member of the Alley Stompers, will be present at the meeting. The team has been working with the card players and will present their case for reinstatement.

By JERRY JOHNSON

Joe Galiber, who is a member of the Alley Stompers, will be present at the meeting. The team has been working with the card players and will present their case for reinstatement.

By GERALD WALTZ

Joe Galiber, who is a member of the Alley Stompers, will be present at the meeting. The team has been working with the card players and will present their case for reinstatement.
June Draft to Be Nothing Like 1942

By STAN MAPALT

Current developments in Washington and precedent set in World War II make it likely that City College will become a haven staffed with boy volunteers. According to reliable sources, the College will face a situation comparable to that of the last war when the great bulk of the male enrollment was in military service. This is due to the fact that a similar situation does not exist. In World War II we had a total mobilization with an armed force of eleven million men. Now, however, the armed services maximum quota has been set at approximately three and one-half million men.

This important fact must be borne in mind as we try to examine this case. In 1942, all students who began the school year were deferred to the armed forces. In 1951, all students who begin the school year will be deferred until the conclusion of their senior year. Coupled with this, we have the fact that our student body was and still is composed of many young men below voting age.

ROTTC Men Will Return Next Term

On March 15

On March 15 the first of three issues of "Mercury," the College humor magazine, will be available to the public. The other two issues will come out in April and May respectively.

This first issue offers the variety of subject matter which was characteristic of the "Mercury" of years past.

There is a story by Bernard Sobel, author of "Barleyque," and an article by Professor Van Sobel, author of "Burleyque," of years past.

We will have a bike to the Beach. See you there.

-Philippe
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American's Largest and Finest Low-Priced Car!

NEW 1951 Chevrolet

AMERICA'S LARGEST AND FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR!

It has that longer, lower, wider big-car look!

AMERICAN BEAUTY DESIGN- Brilliant new styling... featuring new grille, fender moldings and custom design... proving Chevrolet that longer, lower, wider big-car look.

AMERICA-PREFERRED BOOBS BY FISHER- With strikingly beautiful lines, contours and colors... plus extra smooth Fisher Lunar Construction... proving Chevrolet that longer, lower, wider big-car look.

MODERN-MODE INTERIORS- With upholstered and appointments of outstanding quality... and with extra generous seating rooms for driver and all passengers on leg, hip. Tree Fec, Stadium.

SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL- safety, more efficient with overhanging panel crown to eliminate reflections in windshield... and with black, easy-to-read instruments in two large numerals.

MORE POWERFUL, JUMBO-DRUM BRAKES today Ridable-Life stainless brake linings- Largest brakes in the single low-price field... giving maximum stopping power up to 25% less driver effort... and longer brake life.

IMPROVED CENTER-POINT STEERING (and Center-Point Design)- Making steering come more... just as Chevrolet's famous Kneel-Action Radio swivels smoothly beyond comparison in its price range.

MORE PEOPLE BUT CHEvroLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

Here's America's largest and finest low-priced car—the answer of all American automakers—just as much as it is thrifty to buy, operate and maintain. New with that longer, lower, wider big-car look! New in its styling; New in its steering ease, New in feature after feature?

New in its "- New with that beautiful, more efficient new instrument panel... New in all things, fram the finer no-drive tower, to the fleet, frugal performance of its Valve-in-Head engine.

Come in—see today America's largest and finest low-priced car—Chevrolet for '51—the only car that brings you so many big-car advantages at such low cost!

PLUS TIME-PROVED POWER #1 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

-proved by more than a billion miles of performance in the hands of thousands of owners. Combination of Powerglide Automatic Transmission and 60-hp. Engine equals all 6-cyl. luxury models at every cost.
From the Public Speaking Dept., Marshall Berger has conducted a course in Russian. Unattached at the end of Term II, Berger is studying Russian and plans to write a book on the subject in the summer. He sincerely hopes that the study of Russian will help him to understand the Russian point of view and thus to make his students better critics. Berger hopes to take a course in the summer at the University of Vienna and to study with a Russian professor.

New Kirschner-Zanolli Musical Set For Mid-April; Zeller, Ozer to Star

"Let's Stay Here!" the musical set was produced by the American Association of the Blind, and will be performed at the Pauline High School Auditorium. The show will be presented by the Pauline High School Band, and will feature the Pauline High School Chorus and Dancers. The show will be presented at 8:00 p.m. on March 15 and 16.

50 Carnival Cutie

The show will be presented by the Pauline High School Band, and will feature the Pauline High School Chorus and Dancers. The show will be presented at 8:00 p.m. on March 15 and 16.
Aquamen In Seven Meet Champ Races

By FRANK GIACINO

Competing in the nine-event Metropolitian College-Championship Swimming Trials Friday night at NYU, the Beaver men, paced by Capt. Joe Browdy, Norm Klein, Ralph Young and Moe Silverberg, qualified for seven events to be held tonight in the Metropolitan finals.

Swimming against Brooklyn Poly, Manhattan, Brooklyn College, Fordham, the Merchant Marine Academy and NYU, Coach Jack Rider's charges placed first in every event they entered and established a new City College 200-yard medley time, bettering the old mark by 1.2 seconds. The Lavender entry of Norm Klein, Ralph Young and Joe Browdy was clocked in 3:15.2.

In the 50-yard relay Moe Silverberg qualified for the final with a time of 25 seconds. In the eight-event dive elimination, Mitt Balluff of the Lavender placed fourth and will represent the college in that division. Joe Browdy placed in the 440-yard medley with a 2:35.5 time, qualifying him for his third event in the finals. City Beavers gained in this event.

In the 100-yard butterfly Klein qualified for the final with a time of 55.5. The Lavender entry of Klein, Brown and Joe Browdy was clocked in 1:53.8. In the 200-yard breaststroke the Beaver freshman, swimming against Brooklyn Poly, Manhattan, Brooklyn College, Fordham, the Merchant Marine Academy and NYU, Coach Jack Rider's charges qualified for seven events to be held tonight in the Metropolitan finals.

Fencers End Season; Bow to Violets, 15-12

Last Saturday afternoon the Beaver fencing squad lost to NYU at Hansen Hall, 15-12. The Lavender Lancers finished a poor showing in the Metropolitan finals.

Femme Cagers Bow to Queens

The women's basketball team, in spite of the return of starters Mildred Master and Linda Valentine, fell before the Queens seniors 71-49, last night in the Manhattan Athletic Conference. The Beavers had the advantage of a 7-7 tie, and were down by only four points when Coach of Queens connected with a set shot.

High scorer for the game was Rosemary O'Keefe, who tallied 14 for the Beavers.